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UNIT_I

l. (o) Can we Iind the real root of the equation
x =2x? In the ligbt of this function, can
tlre real root of x3+x2-1=O in the
interval [Q U be obtained by the method
of successive iteration? 2+3=5
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(b)

l2l

Express

3x4 -4xs +6x2 +2x +L

in terms of a factorial polynomial
Iind its fourth-order difference.

Write an algorithm for Newton-Raphson
formula to find the root of algebraic

' equation. Further find the cube root of
l0 using Newton-Raphson formula. 3+2=5

and
2+3=5

2. (a)

(b) tf
1u=-

" - ,(, +31t, + Ol

then show that

L2g =
108

x(x +3)(x + 6)(x +9)(x + 12)

where A is the forward dillerence
i operator.

UI.[T-II

3. (a) Ftom the data given below, find the
number .of studerits whose weight is
between 6O and 70 t 4

weighl : G4O 4G6O 6G€0 8O-rOO rOO-12O

No. ofstudents : 25O 'l2O 10O 70 50
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4. (a)

(31

Obtain Newton's divided difference
interpolation formula for interpolation
\dth non-equal intervals of the
argument. 6

Use lagrange's formula to frnd a
polynomial of degree three which takes
the values prescribed below and hence
find the value of /(x) when x =2 : 4+1=5

xio134
Jlxl:-l20612

The area A of a circle of diamater d is
given for the following values :

:808590
: 5o26 5674 6362

Find the approximate value for the area
of a circle of diameter 97. 5

UNIT-III

5. (a) Write an algorithm for Gauss
elimination method. Further show the
back substitution procedure in the
Gaussian elimination method of. solving
a simultaneous Iinear equation. 2+3=5

(b) By Crout's method, solve the following
system of simultaneous equations : 5

x+g+ z=9
2x-39+42=13
3x+49+52=40
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6. (a/ What is diagonally dominant matrix?
Make the following system of equations
diqgonally dominant and write the
corresponding system of simultaneous
equations :

3x +99 -22 = lO
4x +29 +l3z =19

4x-29 + z --3

2+3=5

(b) Solve the system of following linear
equations by Gauss-Jordan method :

LOx+A+z=12
2x+\Og+2-t3

x+g+52=7

UNIT_IV

7. (a) Compute by Simpson's rule the value of
the integral

2
I=[1 x-;dx
' Jo 1+r-

by dividing into four equal Parts. 
.

(b) Obtain the general quadrature formula
for equidistant points to find the
approximate integration of any function
for which numerical values are known.
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(sl
g. i"l Obtain the first and second derivatives

of the function tabulated below, at the
point x=0.51 : s

x : O.4 O.5 0.6 O.Z O.a
y : 1.5836494 1.7974426 2.0442A26 2.O2ZS\S4 2.6510818

(b) Compute the value of the integral

r=fi/3.6o16ae

by trapezoidal rule. 5

UNIT-V

9. (c/ Solve

*='-'' *'=o
using Eulerb method. Find g at x = O. I
and x = O,2. Compare tlre result with
results of the exact solution. 3+2=5

(b) Using Taylor's method, Iind g(O. 1)

correct to 3-decimal places from

fl+zxa=r, eo =o 
s

Using any Predictor-Corrector method, find
g(O . 4) for the dilferential equation

fla+rv' sP1=z
10
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1. By definition of backward difference operator, V/(x)
equals to

(a) f(x+hl-f@l tr

(b) f(x+hl+f@ tr

(c) f (x)- f (x+ hl tr

f (xl- f (x-h) tr
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2. tf

rtxr= o;frrx"+s)
then the value of A3/(x1 is 

,

(a) -6ox|q tr :,
' ' '(b) nxt-sl tr

(c) 36OxF7l tr

(d) -:u.xl-sl tr

& If /(o) = 5, /(1) = r, f l2l = 9, /(3) = 25 a11d f (4) = 55, then the
value of /(5) is

(a) lo5 tr

(b) lls tr

(c) t2s tr

/d/ .None of the above tr

4. lf u1 = l, u3 = L7, uC = 43 and u5 = 89, then the value of u2
is

(a) 10 tr

(b) ls tr

(c) 6 tr

(qs tr
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5. The method for obtaining ttre solution of the system of
simultaneous equations by Gauss-Jordan eiimination
method depends on reducing the coefficient matrjx to
alar:
(a) lower triangular matrix tr
(b/ upper triangular matrix D
(c) diagonal matrix n
(d/ diagonally dominant matrix tr

6, The coeflicient matrix obtained from the simultaneo rs
equations

' a11x+ a12! + a13z= d1

b21x+b22!+b232=d2
catx + ca2A + cagz -- dg

will be a diagonally dominant matrix, if
la 111> la 12l+ la 13l

(a) lb2l>lb2zl+lbzsl n
lcall>lca2l+lca3l

la11l>la12l+la13l
(b) lb22l>lb2l+lb2sl 11

lca3l>lca1l+ lca2l

la11l<la12l+la13l
(c) lb22l<lb2l+lb2sl n

lca3l<lca1l+ lca2l

I a1 1l+ | a12l+ | arcl >ldtl
(d) lb2l+lb22l+lb23l>ld2l n

lcall+ lca2l+ lcs3l > ld3l
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7; In the general quadrature formula, Simpson's 1/3rd rule
is obtained by putting

(a) n=l tr

(b) ,=4 a

(c) n=2 A

(d) n= 2 and 4 both tr

8. When numerical integration is applied for the integration
of a function of single variable, the method is called

/ai mechanical quadrature !

(b) general quadrature n

(c) Simpson's -!yd rule D

(d) trapezoidal rule n

9. Taylor series method is a powerful single-step method if
we are able to find easily the successive

(a/ integration n

lrbj derivatives n

(c) continuity !

(d) partial derivatives tr
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. 1O, Which of the following statements is wrong?

(aJ Modified Euler's method is Runge-Kutta method of
second order. tr

1b,) Euler's method is the Rung-Kutta method of first
order. tr

(c) For solving ordinary differential equation
numerically, the most reliable ald most accurate
method is Runge-Kutta method. n

(d) For solving ordinary differential equation
numerically, Euler's method needs h to be very large
to get a reasonable accuracy. tr
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SEcTIoN-B

( Marhs: 15 )

Each Etestion canries 3 marks

':., niiarn the relation Vnf 1x+ nh)= Nlf @\, where A is the

icrward difference operator, and V is the backward
.i i lference operator.
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2. Show that the divided differences are independent of the
order of arguments, i.e., 6(xg, xr) = 6(xt, x6). Is it true for
more than t\&'o arguments also?
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3. Solve the given equations by Gauss elimination method :

x+a =2;2x+3u =S
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4. Find the value of iog21l3 from

Il ;l'u *
using Simpson's jrd rule with h = O .25.
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5. Using Picard's method, solve the differentiai equation

and find g(O '2\.
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